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Across different scientific research areas there has been an increased emphasis on the
development of participatory infrastructures to further communication and knowledge exchange
across interdisciplinary networks. In this paper we address and introduce a scenario for
participatory dialectal lexicography with an application of Open Innovation in Science methods
in the larger context of Digital Humanities. The experiment is embedded in the project
exploreAT! (Wandl-Vogt et al, 2015; Dorn et al, 2016), which deals with the content of the
database of Bavarian dialects in Austria (DBÖ) from the aspects of cultural lexicography, visual
analytics, semantic technologies and citizen science. In this paper we emphasise on the the
citizen science aspect. We aim to engage the public in specific focus-groups in an experimental
participatory approach for the development of relevant research questions during the whole
research process and, ultimately, to collectively contribute and establish a common process
structure for extracting cultural information from our data. In the approach we describe here,
methods from Open Innovation and Design Thinking become inherent to this process.
While originally created within the realm of Business Management, the principles of Open
Innovation and Design Thinking are expanding to a broad range of academic fields (Chesbrough
2003). By engaging a diverse team consisting of the public and researchers of various
backgrounds and experiences, the research design process can become enriched and more
inclusive through the team’s active contributions in exploring and identifying the problem,
ideation and conceptualizing a particular solution together (Stanford University Institute of
Design 2017). Through a recurring series of workshops, the researchers and focus-groups
discuss the abstract ideas and thoughts behind manifestations of culture. The results of these
discussions are conceptualized within prototypes and subsequently tested and evaluated by both
expert and novice users (i.e. the focus groups). However, the design process does not
necessarily end at the end-product. Essentially, Design Thinking does not strictly focus on the
results of the experiment, but rather the overall procedure (Razzouk and Shute 2012). Thus in
this paper we exemplify the application of such methods in the field of lexicography in order to
establish a participatory approach and collective effort linking different disciplines.
We introduce how we apply above mentioned new methods in our experiments and we
share first results, experiences and lessons learned from our cultural lexicography focus-groups
(rural Austrian dialect-speakers, people with multicultural background in Vienna) with the
community.

